
iLockerz offers an intuitive solution for automating access to digital devices, guaranteeing that laptops
are consistently available for immediate use. Equipped with a cutting-edge 'charge authentication'
feature, iLockerz provides a reliable verification process, ensuring devices are always returned.

Educational institutions can establish a self-service collection and return facility that is not only cost-
effective but also equipped with advanced device tracking and reporting functionalities.

By implementing iLockerz, device management processes are optimised by enabling students and staff
to effortlessly collect and return devices, reducing administrative burdens and promoting a more
efficient workflow for IT and technical teams. 

iLockerz seamlessly integrates with Learning
Management Systems and supports Active
Directory user imports in addition to OpenAI,
facilitating a streamlined user experience
while simplifying user management tasks.

tellmemore@iLockerz.com

Station Rd | Birmingham | B65 0JY

0121 270 6153

Contact Us:

iLockerz intelligent electronic locker systems
offer educational institutions an automated
collection and return facility for laptops and
tablets, ensuring digital devices are
consistently available for immediate use.

SMART LOCKERS:
SELF-SERVICE
ACCESS TO LAPTOPS
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Secure automated lockers for
storing and charging:

Laptops
iPads
Electronic tablets 
Educational devices           ...and more



A combination of locker door sizes

IP65 touchscreen control panel

A range of in-compartment power and charging options

Emergency manual key override

Fast collection for users via student access card/fob,

PIN, QR code, or fingerprint access

In-locker Illumination lights

HD colour photo record of each transaction

In-compartment charging sockets

Emergency battery back-up

2-year inclusive warranty

Designed to withstand high-volume use, iLockerz are

manufactured using 2mm thick steel security housing and

can be customised to suit individual requirements, offering:

A clean, fast and straightforward user journey with visual and audible cues included

Comprehensive audit trails showing all locker compartment, system and software usage

In-built iLockerz application offering fully stand-alone (local) or online setup options

Web-based locker management software providing all management information and transactions

Third party software and learning management system (LMS) integration available

Active Directory user imports option available to further simplify administrative tasks

OpenAI option which displays real-time device availability

iLockerz solutions are configured with intuitive web and touch screen software, providing:

Multiple configurations,
one solution
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Innovative web software, 
enhanced user experience


